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I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Sadil called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

II.

ROLL CALL
Ben Ancona III
John Bachand
John Casasanta
Bemadette Conway
Richard Lavariere
Alan Paskewich
Andreas Sadil
Jeff Wagner
Also present:
Erik Hmckley, Inland Wetland Agent
Renata Bertotti, Town Planner
Susan Gibbon, Recordmg Secretary
Paul Boutot, Chief Information Officer (Meeting Moderator)
James Kmpienski, Town Clerk (Meeting Moderator)

ChainnanSadil: Point oforder, there is no substitute, I think we have a full commission
tonight. There is no need to seat anybody, John Bachand did come in as present. Correct?
S, Gibbon: Yes, I have that. Correct.
Chairman Sadil: All right, then let's proceed. So, Item III. Public Participadon on nonagenda items, each speaker is limited to two minutes.
III.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
(each speaker lunited to 2 minutes)
Chairman Sadil: Paul is anyone online waiting to speak.
Paul Boutot: Looking at the attendees, I don't believe anyone is here to speak.

Chairman Sadil: All right, Aank you,we shall proceed. Moving on to Item IV, Acceptance of
Minutes ofthe Regular Meeting ofMarch 16, 2021.
IV.

ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES
A.

Regular Meeting of March 16, 2021

Chainnan Sadil: Are there any additions or corrections firom the commissioners this evening?
Ok, hearing none and seeing none, may I have a motion to accept the miautes of the Regular Meeting
ofMarch 16, 2021 Conservation Commission as written.
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Commissioner Lavariere: I move to accept the minutes of the Regular Meeting of March 16,
2021.
Chairman Sadil: Motion by Commissioner Lavariere, do I have a second?
Commissioner Casasanta : I second.
Chairman Sadil: Second by Commissioner Paskewich. All in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
Chairman Sadil: Opposed? Abstentions? Motionpasses. We move on to item V - Public
Hearmg ori Application 2021-01, 285 Willard Avenue, For A Single-Family Home Within The
Regulated Area, Owner/Applicant: John Wldokowski, 529 Middle Rd., Famiington, CT 06032
V.

PUBLIC HEARING
A.

Application 2021-01, 285 Willard Avenue, For A Single-Family Home Within The
Regulated Area, Owner/Applicant: John Wldokowski, 529 Middle Rd., Farmington,
CT 06032

Chairman Sadil: Is the applicant present?
E. Hinckley: Yeah, I believe they are muted.
John Wldokowski: Yeah, I'm present, yes. My name is John Wldokowski, I am the applicant
for the building permit fhe application is for, for 285 Willard Avenue.
Chairman Sadil: So, can you explain, since we last met two months ago, I don't know if your
engineer is present. Can we go through, is your engineer present?
Mr. Wldokowski: Yes.
Don D'Amelio: Mr. Chainnan, Dan D'Amelio, registered land surveyor representing the firm
of the Bongiovanni Group.
E. Hinckley: Andreas, if I may, real quick after our origmal fu-st meeting I did give the
applicant some comments and they addressed all the comments that you would have from the first time
before you called tfae public hearing, so the map you have is updated. The only correction to the map is
going to be the name of the brook they have a name Porter instead of Piper, from my perspective, and
then whatever you guys come up with from the public hearing tonight
Chairman Sadil: So has the engineer, I didn't catch that name, has that been read into the
minutes. Did Ms. Gibbon get that name of the engineer representative from the Bongiovanni Group.
S. Gibbon: Yes, I do have it here.
ChairmanSadil: Let's proceed so, at least on the short term, I know you made some changes
to Ae plan can you talk the commission is through so many changes that you have biggest is the map
has been revised, I noticedthat the house has been moved in a southerly direction and all of the
disturbances are out of the wetland proper. And I think the other major area that we had was relative to
the dramage relative to the property, how that is going to be taken away firom Ae house, the leader
lines and put iato the wetland area, so can yougo through those two changes to describe the significant
changes.
Mr. D'Amelio: Mr. Chairman and Commission members, yes, we did move the house to the
south and slightly to Ae east also, so it no longer is within the wetland area, even the deck is not within
the wedand area and there's no grading associated with the house construction that's within that wetland
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area also. As pointed out, we did show the brook labeled it wrong you don't like Porter will call it
Piper Brook, and we showed the setback from that the we did provide the limited clearing shown on the
plan, and then we also showed the roof leader line tied into a level spreader, which is a there's a section
detail on the plan for the level spreader and that's behind the stockpile area so comes out of the house.
Commissioner Paskewich: Can we have a pointer on that so we can refer? Thank you.
Mr. D'Amelio: Yeah, the southwest corner of the house where the garage, west of the garage
area, is where the roof leadercomes out and then fies into a level spreader, which is directly behind the
stockpile area and there is silt fence and hay bales surrounding that.
Commissioner Paskewich: Question.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Paskewich.
Commissioner Paskewich: You said you moved the layout of the perimeter of the home
southerly aad easterly.
Mr. D'Amelio: Yeah, I believe it was a litde bit fiirther away from Willard Avenue
previously, but it is still within the building lines.
Commissioner Paskewich: Okay, so we're looking at the looking at the graphic here facing it
which way did you move it?
Mr. D'Amelio: So north is to the top of the page, so east would be to the right, and south
would be to the bottom.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok, so did you move it east?
Mr. D'Amelio: Just a light bit to the east and several fee west, I'm sorry, several feet south.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok, south.
Mr. D'Amelio: Closer to the driveway between the two properties.
Commissioner Paskewich: And the purpose of that was to try to diminish the impact on the
wetland to the, sorry I can't see on niy litde phone.
E. Hinckley: To the west Alan.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok, That was the purpose of it.
Mr. D'Amelio: Right, so the wedand area is basically in the northwesterly corner of the
property it kind of cuts across at an angle, then from going from the westerly property line to the
northerly property line on an angle, so we moved it to be totally out of that area, even the grading for
the house is totally out of Aat area.
Commissioner Paskewich: So you are actually further way from that slope.
E. Hinckley: Yeah, they pulled it our so there's now no disturbance in the wetland proper,just
like Andreas pointed out and Dan. Because earlier there was a slight disturbance in there and you guys
had questions about it so he moved out.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok, thank you.
Chairman Sadil: Mr. D'Amelio, if I was...Commissioner Lavariere go ahead.
Commissioner Lavariere: Hi, thank you, um is, is it possible, I don't know ifyou have it
readily available or if the applicant has it available, is there any ways you could show a picture that was
like a graphic that was the prior proposal just for comparison's sake.
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E. Hinckley: I don't believe they have that up. I have it here in hard copy form because they
revised the plan.
Mr. D'Amelio: Yeah, I don't have that with me.
Comiuissioner Lavariere: So just to be clear, this is significantly smaller, it used to continue to
the left hand of the screen into the protected zone. Right?
Mr. D'Amelio: Well, there's nothing smaller about it. The house size is the same, the deck is a
little bit smaller.
Commissioner Lavariere: Correct, that's what I'm talking about, the deck.
E. Hinckley: Yes, they did, reduce fhe size of the deck. Commissioners I'm looking at Ae
original plan, originally it was from the north property line it was14 and a half feet off now it's 23 and
a half feet and then the deck they shorten the 12 feet firom 16 feet, so they did all that to get it out of the
wetland proper.
Commissioner Lavariere: Ok, so to be 100% clear, it is no longer in the wetland proper.
E. Hinckley: Correct. There is not going to be any disturbance in the wetland proper.
Commissioner Lavariere: Thank you.
Commissioner Wagner: Commissioner Wagner.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wagner: Hey Rich, if you look at that northwest comer, that deck, that last
little piece right there was touching the wetlands, they just moved it over and shrunk the deck by two
feet so.
Commissioaer Lavariere: All right, thank you.
Chairman Sadil: I have a question for the applicants; this is fhe chairman, so that stock pile
area on the map that's just a temporary area just to store materials right?
Mr. D'Amelio: Yes, that's correct.
Chau'man Sadil: The level spreader itself, describe that, what that is, is thatjust a ditch,
describe what the physical characteristics of Aat level spreader are.
Mr. D'Amelio: Yeah there's a detail on the plan, I don't know if you could see that, so to the
left of the of the stockpile on the plan itself and it's a two and a half foot wide ditch basically, 12 feet
long and within Aere is a six inch perforated pipe that's connected to the roof leader, and then there's
one inch stone around that and then Aat's encased in filter fabric, so it's like a foot below the ground;
no you want to go up that's the hay bale. Yeah, right there, there you go.
Chainnan Sadil: So the water is coming from left to right sir.
Mr. D'Amelio: Correct, yeah, it's kind of flipped from the way it is on the plan, that's the
way the detail was. I was just going to say that it is like the plan view, so this section view you seeing
now and the above that is the plan view.
Chairman Sadil: Right, so all the waters from the house, from the roof, is going to be going to
that six inch PVC pipe into the level spreader.
Mr. D'Amelio: That's correct.
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Chairman Sadil: Now, how much capacity, how easy is that going to be like when a very
heavy rain like we had the other day is that, can it be inundated, does it just basically store the water
before it comes over the edge and goes towards the wetland?
Mr. D'Amelio: Yeah I mean it leaches into the ground, eventually, you know it's not going to,
it's not as storage per se, it stays in there for a while and then it eventually goes into the ground and
down the slope is the natural course of the water.
Chairman Sadil: Now the other question I have, if we can pan over to the edge there, there's
a
quite quite a wooded area here, so based on these lines here to 68 to 70 how far back are the trees
going to be cleared, what's that buffer between or the buffer between the actual wetland m the house
what will that look like once you're doae.
Mr. D'Amelio: So there's a kind of a curved line, like bumps, that is the limit of clearing line
I don't know if you could zoom in on that at all.
Chairman Sadil: The one with the spikes?
E. Hinckley: That's the water line. The one with the half circles.
Mr. D'Amelio: Correct so that's the limit of the clearing, it's about 10 feet off the deck its the
limit of clearing and thea it also goes behind the level spreader and then connects back up to the
existing wood line.
Chairman Sadil: Now, all the water, I noticed there's a lot of a lot of ffll in that area toget the
on
house top, it was a very uneven slope right in the house, so we have all that what's going to go on in
that northwesterly comer, everything is sloped to go southerly and then westerly down towards the
level spreader. Is thatcorrect?
Mr. D'Amelio: That's correct, so there's actually not a lot of fill the ground at the front of the
house is that 76 and we have a 76 contour there, we're actually doing some grading there to allow for
it to slope and go around fhe house and then is lunited grading on the west side of the house, the back
of the house, the current grade is 74 and it was a 74 contour not Aat far from there also so there's very
limited grading going on with the house proper so it's more flattening it out there because it's kind of
the ground is not even there obviously for house so it's leveling it out a little more but it's not it's not a
lot of fill going in.
Chairman Sadil: I'll open it up to the rest of &e commissioner to see if they have any questions.
I see no one with their hand up. Paul, do we have anybody online from the public who wishes to speak?
Mr. Boutot: I only see one attendee and they do not have their hand up.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, all right you. There was one letter that we received from Mr. Jeff Zelek.
Do you wish to put that as part of the record or shall we read it in?
E. Hinckley: If you want to read it, that's fine.
Chainnan Sadil: It's the original email from Febmary 9, 2021. It is quite lengthy. Chairman
Sadil read the emailfrom Mr. Jeffrey Zelek, 55 Welles Drive North. A copy ofwhich is attached hereto.
Commissioner Bachand: If I may Mr. Chairman. .
Chainnan Sadil: Commissioaer Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Former Chairman Zelek brings up some interesting points aad I'm
looking at the plan and if you recall I did bring this up at the previous meeting about eh clear cutting of
the riparian buffer and we were assured that inonly what's on the plan is what will be disturbed, and if
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they wanted to clear cut further, it would require them to come back to the commission. Erik is that
accurate what we discussed.
E. Hinckley: Yes, I mean I don't think they want to clear cut down the bank, it's no benefit to
them, I mean, I think they're going to work up on the you know, the more level area where they're
working on the house.
Commissioner Bachand: I'm just talking, I mean, in the future, so I think it addresses one of
those concems.
E. Hinckley: Yes, and any future activity and the regulated area, like on any other property.
will require at least the review.
Commissioner Bachand: And ifyou look at the map you'll see the flood zone, the limit ofthe
flood zone is that 58, which is a full 10 feet lower than the floor elevation of the basement so, you
know you have 10 foot buffer there, so I don't think there would be wetland soils up that high close to
where there's disturbances taking place, so I think that's one of the other points he brings up; he brings
up good points to look at. So, as you were reading that Mr. Chairman, I was looking at the map to
identify some of those things I can't answer, the native American thing or any of that, but at least those
two physical characteristics especially that riparian buffer because I did bring that up because fhere's a
lot of you don't see, the whole lot here there's a big part of the lot that kind of goes into shape and it is
all you know, a buffer right now I don't think it would ever be desirable to clear cut it, but now, so I
think that's about it.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you Commissioner Bachand. Does the applicant wish to comment on
the letter by Mr. Zelek.
Mr. D'Amelio: No, I'm sorry, the only question I had was the comment that was just made
about the entire parcel not being show, this entire lot is shown on here.
E. Hinckley: I believe he justcouldn't see it on the screen. Yeah, ok, yeah, that's the whole
lot.
Mr. D'Amelio: Yeah it's kind of a crazy shape lot it kind of goes down behind, but it's all
shown oa the plan, I just want to make that for the record.
Commissioner Bachand: Yeah, I was referring to mostly the view we had at the moment.
Mr. D'Amelio: Okay, no problem andjust as a point oforder, also, that Usually, the first
thing we'll do, before the house is built, we will go out there and actually steak or flag the limit of
clearing. Before anything else is done out there, so that's that will be the limit of clearing that's what
we actually stake or set in the field that's what's showing the point.
E. Hinckley: Right that is typically what the limits are clearing and they'll set up the erosion
coatrol.
Chainnan Sadil: Ok. Do any of the Commissioners wish to comment I said no, we tried to
satisfy most, we did most ofus took the sidewalk and looked at the property, any other comments from
commissioners?
Commissioner Wagner: I think these are good.
Commissioner Casasanta: Well, I was probably one of the only commissioners who didn't go
on the site walk Mr. Chairman, because if I went there would have had to havebeen three groups and
logistically it didn't make sense. I would be mterested in any feedback from the commissioners of what
they saw on the site walk to help better inform me of this parcel and the nature of it.
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Commissioner Wagner: So what they're talking about, that 76 you can zoom in at 74 to limited
clearing, it was just very uneven ground there, so I can see what they're talking about they're just going
to level it out there so it shouldn't be that big of an unpact of leveling but you're going to have level
because it's a little hilly there and then you can it spells out the limit clearing on Ae map there, so I
don't have an issue with the clearmg there either it's definitely a downgrade what as you get further
down, you can see, in the contour lines, but up top where to houses it's definitely be like a lunited
clearing, except that northwest corner it drops a little more Aere.
Chairman Sadil: So it is a fairly wooded area, it slopes down, you can see the brook I'm sure
the deer are going to come through you know that area. Are there any other comments that the
conunissioners wish to make for Commissioner Casasanta's benefit?
Commissioner Bachand: So one thing that may not jump out at you on the plan, when you
stand at the site it's a plateau and you're looking down, especially to the northwest that's where the
natural flow is going to go and you're a good, well, you could see 15 feet even more above the flat area
ofthe wetland below so that's the feeling you'd get ifyou were there you feel like you're up pretty far
up and it pretty steeply drops off.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Casasanta doe you have any other questions or did we satisfy
your question.
Commissioner Casasanta: Well, I wasn't looking for anything specific I was looking for
impressions from my fellow commissioners on the site itself and how they feel it might impact the
wetlands and I don't hear any major concems from any of my fellow commissioners, so I thank the
ones Aat did provide input and when we move forward with this I'll be prepared to do so.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes, thank you um as to Commissioner Wagner's statement I also
didn't, by the way, I didn't tour the site, but as to the 72/74 area and again this is deferring to people
who toured the site, in your opinions would that result in any water mnoff change to the area that
would be of significance to worry about in that area if the grading is changing in that area it, and if you
doa't know.
Commissioner Wagner: I don't think it will have a big unpact because once level, the house
and the difference between the 76 and 72 was a you know, a big difference and with that they have the
lever spread in there, I don't think it's going be an issue at all right now it's pretty steep so once they
make the house like it's going be plateaued and it's a drop off but I don't think it's to be that big of a
problem once it level it, actoally, it might be better.
Chairman Sadil: If I may, yeah that was one of the actions that the applicant had was that was
an additional level spreader how tlie runoff was going to be directed towards the wetland, I think the
applicant addressed that concem and I'm pleased.
Commissioner Lavariere: Ok, thank you for your input gentlemen.
Chainnan Sadil: Is there anyone else, Mr. D'Amelio.
Mr. D'Amelio: Yes, thankyou, Mr. Chairman, Ijust like to clarify some ofthe concems that
have been brought up about the grading of the site, the plateau is not being created. The house is being
fit into the land as it is. The front corner of the house is supposed to be at a grade of 75.5 and the
grade at that point is about 77, so there's some cut there. The back comer the northeast comer, is that
elevation 74.5, that's that an elevation of 72 so there's a couple of feet of fill there, but in the back
northwest comer, where the deck is the grid at that point is 68.5 and the existing greatest 68 so it's not
being plateaued and then sloping down towards the wetland, it's maintaining the original grade behind
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the house pretty much it's very lunited grading behind the house. That 72 contour that's proposed in the
back of the house, ahnost follows the exact location of the existing content it's just to kind of smooA it
out more from the existing contour you can see there's an existing 72 contour just below that proposed
72 so it's very limited grading in the rear of the house. I just wanted to alleviate some of that concem
about being plateaued and then sloping down that's not the case of how this is being built.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Anyone else. Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Yeah, just have to add a visual to what the applicant was just
explaining, the front of the house is going to have a full foundation, in Ae back is going to be at the
basement floor will basically be a walkout if I'm not mistaken.
Mr. D'Amelio: Yeah.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, anything else from the commissioners. Paul, do we have anyone online,
any late arrival who wishes to speak?
Mr. Boutot: I'm checking right now for you, it's the same person, not hands up at this time.
Chainnan Sadil: All right, last call for comments. All right at this time I need a motion to
close the Public Hearing for Application 2021-01, 285 Willard Avenue for a single family home within
the regulated area.
Commissioner Wagner: I make a motion to close the public hearing.
Chainnan Sadil: Motion by Commission Wagner. Can I have a second?
Commissioner Paskewich: I second.
Chairman Sadil: Second by Commissioner Paskewich. All in favor?
Gommissioners: Aye.
Chainnan Sadil: Opposed? Abstentions? Motion passed unanimously. The hearing is closed.
Moving on to Item VI. New Business - Application 2021-06, For a Subdivision at 16 Fenn Rd, Vincent
Porzio & Dominick D'Agostino, Applicant, Mark S Shipman, Contact, Penn Road Associates, LLC
Owner
VI.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Application 2021-06, For a Subdivision at 16 Fenn Rd, Vincent Porzio & Dominick
D'Agostino, Applicant, Mark S Shipman, Contact, Fenn Road Associates, LLC Owner.
Chairman Sadil: Is Aat applicant present?

Mark Shipman: Good evening, Mark Shipman with Shipman, Shaiken & Schwefel I am here
for both the owner and the applicant.
Chainnan Sadil: Ok, so, we're just waiting to get that map on the screen that is associated with
this applicatipn.
E. Hinckley: Paul doesn't have a map. There we go.
Mr. Shipman: I'm not going to take much of your time. This is a relatively simple application.
I have Mr. Christopher Hanson here, he is the engineer who can give a better description, but as you
can see from this map, this is as subdivision of 16 Fenn Road into two parcels. If you scroll down to
Ae bottom you can see the wetland line across, the blue line mnning across the bottom. We believe
there's no significaat activity resulting from our development at the front parcel, the rear parcel is not
being developed at this time. At the tune of any future development, we will obviously have to come
8
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before you, because they will probably be some impact on the weflands. The development which is
proposed as part of the subdivision, which is only the development of Lot A will have no impact or no
significant impact on the on the wedand. I'm going to have Mr. Francis just pointed put to you and
answer any questions you might have, show you the wetland line and the lunit of our application for the
site plan that's presently pending.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, name and address for the record.
Mr. Shipman: Chris are you there? He was.
Commissioner Wagner: Chris is muted.
Mr. Shipman: Chris can you unmute?
Mr. Boutot: I'mprompting them to unmute.
E. Hinckley: There we go.
Christopher Francis: I didn't have the prompts until just now. Can you hear me? Yes, for the
record, Chris Prancis, Civil Engineer, Projeet Manager at the ofRce of Arthur H. Howland &
Associates, P.C., Milford, Connecticut. Good evemng folks. As Mr. Shipman indicated earlier, this
proposal is for the subdivision of this lot into Lots A and B. Their sizes are indicated on the map on
the screen. The only disturbance from a wetland standpoint that will be, I broke it down for Mr.
Shipman before, the total wetland area on either one of these sites is zero. The total wetland upland
review area on Lot A is 3,465 square feet. That Aat comes from a wetland that apparently is on the
opposite side of Fenn Road from our site. You can see the there's the wetland encroachment line with
the blue text calling it out there on the upper right hand, left hand comer of that line, you can see
swoops down and just shaves off this the front sliver of our property. The area within our property
lines and that boundary line comprises 3,465 square feet, ofwhich the disturbance, we are proposing is
just grading and some plantings and part ofthe driveway cu'cles around, but again that's not that's
neither here nor there for this application. The other wetlands area is on Lot B and that is comprised of
6,910 square feet, but again we're not doing anything with Lot B at this time.
Chairman Sadil: I just want to remind the commissioners, that this application is for approvmg
the subdivision only at this time.
Mr. Shipman: That's correct.
Chairman Sadil: So, are there any other questions from the commissioners, I'm going to throw
itopen to the commission at this time for questions. Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Thank you. What are you doing with Lot A?
Mr. Shipman: It's going to be a car wash. The disturbance there, partly in the State's property
I believe it's included wiAin the wetland line is going to be a required sidewalk. The rest is landscaping
and a tiny bit of driveway. We have asked for a separate administrative approval on Aat aad I let Mr.
Hinckley address that, that wasn't part of our applicadon on the site on the subdivision.
E. Hinckley: Correct, this is just for a subdivision so it doesn't really matter what the site is
forat this point. I reviewed this with the chainnan and he agreed I can do, when the application comes
forward as administrative approval from the base of the sidewalk out there on the right way, because
we know the wedand is on the other side of Fenn Road on the CCSU property, so we know we have a
lot of pavement and concrete basically in this buffer area now. So that's why he felt Aat, we felt that
we could do that as an administrative approval, when the time comes for Lot A. Lot B going forward
when there is some development down there and we get a site plan that's going to come before the
commission depending on the disturbance make that determination at that tune.
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Commissioner Lavariere: Well, the reasonthat I, this is Richard, the reason I asked this is
because I'myou know, I'm just trying to think five years down the road here and if something gets put
into Lot A and then it's hey we built something in Lot A, and now we must have Lot B or Lot A is
going to waste, so I mean, I do think that it's relevant for you know forward thinking. I appreciate that
Mr. Hinckley and I understand Aat the you know the extent of the extent of our review, but I do think
it is pertinent to inquire about that.
Mr. Shipman: May I address that Mr. Hinckley.
Chairman Sadil: Mr. Shipman please go ahead.
Mr. Shipman: Presently the owner has no speeific plans for Lot B, but does intend to develop
and recognizes that at the time of the developer has to come before your commission to address any
issues that may arise as a result of that development.
Chairman Sadil: All right, is there any other questions from commissioners? Commissioner
Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Yeah it's more of a comment or I guess it's a question first of all, if
someone could check the math because it's showing here 0.4 acres ofupland review area, but we just
heard it was over 3000 square feet, I don't think that comes out right that's notjust a small technicality,
but also m the staff report it's just reporting that there's 0.4 acres of upland on Lot One and .2 acres of
upland on site two. It should say upland review, aot just upland.
Chairman Sadil: Ifthere's some±ingon the map that needs to be corrected, then...
Commissioner Bachand: I'm just looking at the staff report, so...
E. Hinckley: Thanks. I'll make sure the acreage coincides with the application.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, any other comments from cominissioners. I see no onewith their hand up.
All right. Mr. Secretary may I have a motion for Application 2021-06, For a Subdivision at 16 Fenn
Rd, Vincent Porzio & Dominick D'Agostino, Applicant, Mark S Shipman, Contact, Fenn Road
Associates, LLC Owner.
E. Hinckley: You should have seen the draft motion. If you don't have them you can put them
up.
Commissioner Lavariere: I make a motion to accept Application 2021-06, Por a Subdivision at
16 Fenn Rd as proposed.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you, may I have a second?
E. Hinckley: The motion should be something along the lines that you're seeing on the screen,
because you guys have to determine what that states, you can look at that.
Commissioner Lavariere: Ok, let me redo this. All right - motion to accept application to
2021-06 for 16 Fenn Road, Newington Connecticut 06111, insofar as the proposed subdivision wiU
have no signijlcant impact to the regulated area and not require a public hearing.
Chainnan Sadil: So moved, may I have a second.
Commissioner Casasanta: Second.
ChairmanSadil: Second front Commissioner Casasanta. All in favor?
Commissioners: Aye.
S. Gibbon: I think we're doing roll call votes, aren't we?
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Chairman Sadil: All right, we can.
E. Hinckley: That would be great. Thank you.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Ancona.
Commissioner Ancona: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Baehand: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Paskewich.
Commissioner Paskewich: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Chamnan Sadil.
Chainnan Sadil: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wagner: Yes.
S. Gibbon: All in favor.
Christopher Francis: Thank you very much ladies and gentlemen, have a good evening.
Chairman Sadil: Moving on to Item VI. New Busmess - Application 2021-09-MA, For a Map
Amendment at 3333 Beriin Tumpike, HJG-PC Newington Investor, LLC, Applicant, The Rocky Road
Realty Co., Owner, Dennis Goderre, Contact.
B. Application 2021-09-MA, For a Map Amendment at 3333 Berlin Turnpike, HJG-PC
Newington Investor, LLC, Applicant, The Rocky Road Realty Co., Owner, Dennis
Goderre, Contact.
Chainnan Sadil: Is that applicant present?
Chris Smith, Alter & Pearson, Glastonbury, CT.: Good evening, Mr. Chairman, members of
the Commission, Mr. Hinckley, professional staff and clerk. For the record, my name is Chris Smith, I
am a land use attomey with the law firm of Alter & Pearson and I do appear before you this evening on
behalf of the applicant. Concerning the subject wetland map amendment, Mr. Chairman we acmally,
as you're aware, the next item on the agenda item number C involves Ae same site development
proposal and it's actually there were two parts to it this evening, we have the two applications, the first
is a map amendment application, Mr. Chairman, and fhe second is aa application for regulated
activities associated with the site development. And we were going towe were hoping to provide the
Commission with an overview of the proposal there was obviously going to be a little overlap and you
know the map amendment as you are aware Mr. Chairman and members of the commission requires a
public hearing. And we we'd also like the opportunity to present an overview of the regulated activities
associated with the site development as to whether a public hearing will be necessary, so with the chairs
pemiission if we could we do have this overview presentation, for the Commission and if we can
combine both Ais item number B oa the agenda with the next item number C that that would be greatly
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appreciated. If the chair in the Commission so desu-es, we can break it up, but we kind of set it up, so
they would they would both go hand in hand, so to speak
Chairman Sadil: So Mr. Hinckley they want to combine B and C, do we have to vote on that? I
will acquiesce to the applicant if no one on the commission or town staff objects.
E. Hinckley: No, if you just read Item C mto the record and then they can start the
presentation, for both applications.
Chairman Sadil: Ok. So combing Item B and Item C. -Application 2021-11, Por Construction
Activity in the Regulated Area at 3333 Berlin Tumpike, HJG-PC Newington Investor, LLC, Applicant,
The Rocky Road Realty Co., Owner, Dennis Goderre, Contact.
Mr. Smith: Okay, thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission and Mr.
Hinckley again, for the record, my name is Chris Smith. I'm a land use attomey with the law fum of
Alter & Pearson aad here before this evening on behalf of the applicant conceming to applications for
3333 Berlin Tumpike the fu-st is a petition to amend Inland Wedands and Watercourses map of the
Town of Newington as provided by Section 15 of your regulations. Specifically the town map indicates
approximately three and a half acres of wetland and watercourse resources on &e subject property.
After our soil scientist had performed his iavestigation and we'll hear from him shortly, we're
respectfully requesting that the map be amended to reflect 2.57 acres of wetland resources on the
subject property. As I indicated before, and you're aware, a petition to amend your wetlands map dpes
require a public hearing. The second application is an applicatioa for regulated activities associated with
a proposed mixed use residential aad commercial site development and we appear before you this
evening to detennine whether a public hearing will be scheduled either, because the conduct you
determine the conduct involves asignificant activity or you determine that the public hearing will be in
the public interest. What I'd like to do next, is just introduce the members ofthe team, Mr. Chairman
and members of the Commission. The applicant actually comprises two groups for this mixed-use
development, the Grossman Development Group and with us this evening we have Howard Grossman,
who is the President and Managing Principal. Of the Grossman Development crew and also the senior
project manager for this prpposal is Jamie Anderson and Mr. Anderson is in attendance as well. The
growth and development group has a significant amount of experience, in particular with commercial
development of properties throughout the area throughout New England. The second partner is
Criterion Development Partners, and on behalf of Criterion, this evening we have Jack Englert who is
the Executive Vice President and Principal at Criterion. Criterion has decades of experience in
residential development and they will be involved with developing the residential component of this
mixed use developmeat. In addition to myself, we have our senior project manager Dennis Goderre
who's a professional landscape architect, as well as a certified planner AICP Planner and he is with BL
Companies with offices in Meriden. Our professional soil scientist is Eric Davison of Davison
Environmental LLC with offices in Chester and finally, rounding off the team is our licensed
environmental professional senior project manager Daniel Gorman of White Stone Associates with
offices located in Rocky Hill. What I'd like to do is just as far as our presentation will give you just a
little site context here and then I'll tum it over to Eric Davison who will walk you through the wetland
and water course resources associated with the subject property and then we'll hear from Dennis
Goderre relative to the site development and the proposed conduct that does involve regulated activities
again that that are associated with the site development proposal. Thesubject property is again 3333
Berlin Tumpike, and here it is depicted with an aerial. Historically, and very recendy it's been used as
a warehouse and training facility for Eversource. The building that was located on the property was
demolished I believe in 2016, so this is how the property appears today. It's approximately litde under
25 acres it's located on the westerly side ofthe Berlin Turnpike. There's a little green an-ow at the top
that indicates northerly and this is just south of the Target store, which is located, to the right just a
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little bit further north on the Berlin Turnpike. The property has access from aot only the Berlin
Turnpike but also to the south over on the left hand side, you can see, on to Pane Road. What I'd like
to do now, Mr. Chairman, is turn the presentation over to Eric Davison Qur soil scientist and wetland
professional scientists, thank you.
Eric Davison: Can everyone hear me ok?
Chairman Sadil: Yes, please introduce yourself for the record.
Eric Davisonwith Davison Environmental, 10 Mapleton Street, Chester, CT.: Okay, my name
is Eric Davison, I'm a registered soil scientist and certified professional wetland scientist with 22 years
of experience practicing in Connecticut, my office is m Chester Connecticut. I just wanted to walk you
through the type and distribution of wetlands on the property and that's the map that you see in front of
you, and this coincides with the report summarizing the wetlaad conditions that I had submitted on
April 11. So there are two wedands and two watercourses that are present on fhe property, starting in
the northeast corner, there is, if you see that northeast comer, where the cursor is cu-cling that's
wetland one. Wetland one originates off site to the north. it's a hillside forested wetland that drains
from the offsite property, the north on to the site. Historically, there was a ditch created to take that
water from wedand to divert it into a man-made swale and divert that flow to the west and that's what
you see highlighted there and labeled as watercourse one, so the flow comes into the wetland and
historic probably flowed through the center of the site, but there's a diversion berm and then it turns
west into wetland one, excuse me, to watercourse one. Watercourse one is just a your sort of run of
the mill riprap trapezoidal shaped channel it simply just conveys the flow on the northem side of the
site, the intent being conveyed to flow around the building and around the parkmg lot. If you see on
the map, the note covert inlet at the end of watercourse one at the western end in watercourse one that's
where the flow drains into at which time it flows underground to the south west and discharges where
you see that call out with the orange bubble, where it indicates that the discharge point so that's wetland
one and watercourse one. If you look in the northwest corner of the site, we have watercourse two and
that is very small. Again, a man made watercourse that is essentially just a drainage ditch if you look
closely at the aerial that's up on the screen. If you look just to the right of the number two, in the label
watercourse two, you see that sort of brown egg shaped feature, Aat's a detention pond that's located
on that site to the north. That is the source of water for watercourse two. There's an overflow in that
pond, it discharges to this channel, flows on to the site and then flows to the point where you see the
notation covert inlet, the water discharges into a covert in there. It drains south underground through
what was the Eversource, you know Training Center they had like a tree cutting training area they're so
close underground through that grass and parking area like to that same discharge point where wedand
one discharges So those are...
Chairman Sadil: Quick question Mr. Davison, sowhen you're going from down to that
southwestern flow right there, is that a through the ground flow, brown water does that, or is there an
actual physical pipe there was just the natural draining of the flow forces it there.
Mr. Davison: everything is piped to that point so Aat's a pipe discharge out of it, so
watercourse one and watercourse two, they are captured in a pipe and that pipe discharges to that point
that's labeled there is water course pointing to discharge point that's all piped flow, so its surface water
that's piped. So the bigger wetland on the on the site is what's labeled as weapon two, again
watercourse one and watercourse two discharge to wetland two and weapon two basically occupiesthat
whole southwest corner of the site. It's bordered on the west side, which is technically off site, as you
can see the Web lines trail off site on the west side it's just bordered by development and fill slope and
on the east side it's bordered by you know historic fill slopes, there's a little wooded forested border on
the east side of wetland two. Wetland two is a sort of a traditional red maple swamp when you get
down to the southern and the flows become significant enough that there's concentrated flow and then it
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then it develops into a stream. It's channelized and it flows basically right along the edge of that access
road from Pain Road it's just a straight line channelized stream and then it and fhen it empties into Aat
where you see the label covert in it at that point, it drains again into a pipe and flows to the south and it
flows...
Chainnan Sadil: Mr. Davison if I may, is this surface flow, this discharge area and wetland
two, that's all surface flow.
Mr. Davison: You know tonight's call is all yes it's all surface flow, wetland two is all surface
flow. The only piping associated with weapon two is the discharge point from watercourse one and
two, and then there are outlets near Pain Road. Once it outlets in a Pain Road the best we could
sumiise in terms of where it flows is it flows south into a big wetland system that basically flows, you
know over by if you know where like Episcopal Street is a big wetland area there and eventually all the
water ends up in Webster Groves, so this is allofthe site is a drainage or Webster Brook.
Chairmaa Sadil: So where exacdy is Webster Brook, I noticed that on the report.
Mr. Davison: Yes Webster Brook starts, ifyou know where Kelsey Street is, it's sort ofon the
Northwest side of Kelsey Street is Webster Brook.
Chairman Sadil: It's on Ae left here, the west side.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, Webster Brook is far west of this, so yes.
Commissioner Wagner: Webster Brook is between John Downey Drive on New Britam
Avenue and the railroad tracks where Newington meets. So, it goes along the whole west side of
Newington.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, that's right.
Chairman Sadil: So this travels quite a bit away down to Aat Webster Brook.
Mr. Davison: When I say it's a drainage ofWest Webster Brook that's just ultunately where it
drains to, it doesn't direct drain direcdy to Webster Brook. If you look at my report there's a, this is
the finger you're looking at on &e screen is figure two if ydu look at my report as a figure one, figure
one's a topographic map that actually shows the site relative to Webster Groves, so you can see where
it is. But you know, one of the one of the primary things I think I wanted to convey is that essentially,
all of the weflands on the site have been altered, filtered, and manipulated in some way, shape or fonn
so most of the features have been you know changed in a way to divert flow, capture groundwater
discharged converted to surface water flow and basically diverted around the site that was developed so
the only area that has sort of natural undisturbed wetland vegetation and wetlands soils and wetland
conditions is that very southwest corner of wetland two. The northem part of wetland two in the
southern part of wetland two, those have been channelized and manipulated as well, again, this is just
historic disturbance this isn't anyAing recent it's all stored disturbance to capture what is, you know
original was a relatively wet hillside where the flow just slowly moved from north to south towards
Pane Road and when the site was originally developed the goal was to capture that flow on the northern
hillside and just brmg it around the site. So that's what you see. Everything has been captured and
diverted to the west to get it around the development area.
Chairman Sadil: So, when you look at the memo, where have you lost the wetland? Obviously
the wetiand has shmnk by the numbers outlined earlier. Where has the wetland, on the map
amendment, where have we lost wetland? Can you point that out in this?
Mr. Davison: Yeah, so the wetlands actually, the map that you guys have on fUe is pretty
similar, so I am guessing it's from an older deliaeation of the site. It's very similar, but you can see on
this map in front ofyou here, the white dash line is the town map wetland soils and the blue line is
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what I mapped. So what you see in the areas in white for the wetland one and watercourse one, you can
see that those historically were slightly larger, but if you go out in the field, for example in wetland one
you can see, for example, wedand one on the south side, you see a divergence between my line and the
white dash line on that south side. If you go out in the field that is like, there's an abrupt fill slope
there, you can actually see knocked over silt fence, so there is a fill boundary there and so at some
point those wetlands got confined and those watercourses got more developed and those areas were
basically shrunk down and defined by fill berms. The biggest divergeace is that area that is sort of like
an egg shape in the northwest corner. You can see that's separated from watercourse two, there's sort
of an oblong shaped wetland there. That's an area of groundwater discharge, but again it's been filled
and graded. The flow's been cut off to that area by watercourse two. That captures the flow from the
hillside and takes it to the culvert, so that area is really just like a filled hillside at this point. But the
wetlaad, interms ofjust simply the wetland map amendment issue, the wetland boundaries are very
simUar to what's on site today.
Chairman Sadil: I see these small white numbers. Is that a sample number? I can't read on
the slide, I see very small numbers along the blue line. Is Aat basically, no, no, higher up, higher up.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, those are the flag numbers.
Chainnan Sadil: So, was Aat where you took the sample? Where you took the boring?
Mr. Davison: Those are wetland flag numbers. That would be an area, a spot where I actually
hung the flag, you know you're hanging...you're hanging flags at the vertices ofthe wetlands and then
the lines connect to the vertices, so those are flag numbers.
Chairman Sadil: But how many sample did you take? Around that perimeter there. You just
basically follow per the typography of the land; you take one, if it stays level, you just mirror that
around. How does that work?
Mr. Davison: Yeah, the typical is, it depends on the type of wetland and the typography is the
real defining factor. But basically what you are doing, you know, as a soil scientist, you sort of learn
where the transition zone is. You recognize where the ground water discharges and vegetation is a big
cue. So when we get to the point where we realize is the approximate wedand boundary, we dig one
hole on the wet side and one hole on the upland side and then you basically contiaue to do that uatil
those two holes are as close as you can get them and then you hang the flag between those two holes.
You define the uppermost wetland hole, the lowermost upland hole and then drop your flag between
those and you usually do that every twenty or thirty feet, if it's channelized feature it might stretch out
a little bit more. It it's got a sinuous shape to it, you might confine that to every ten feet, so it depends
on the site. But in terms of how we dig it, yeah, we use an Eijkelkamp Soil Auger, you twist it by
hand, it takes out a two inch by eight inch core and you are just examining the soil profile down about
two feet.
Chainnan Sadil: So did the soil and the soil scientists report lists Scarboro soils, Wilbraham
soils and Aquents, you know, all these types of soils. Was it pretty consistent or was the soil one type
in one area and another type in another?
Mr. Davison: Yeah, so, for all of the disturbed wetland areas, those are what we call Aqueats
and that's just sort of, that's the catch-all for disturbed wetland soils. In other words, they don't have a
naturally formed soil profile so we know they are wet based on the redoximorphic features what we call
modeling but they don't have a naturally derived soil profile because they have been worked over by
machinery. You now, historically disturbed wedands that are still wet, so those are Aquents. Pretty
mueh everything on the north side qualifies as an Aquent. Just to clarify, the two watercourse areas that
we marked out on the map as watercourse one and watercourse two, Aose meet your technical
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definitioa aad also the state's technical definition of an intermittent watercourse. They do not have
wetland soils. But as you are probably aware, there is a separate definition and regulatory guidance for
intermittent watercourses - the don't have wetland soils, they don't have what we call and aquent
moisture regune, they don't have high ground water, but they convey flow and so they're regulated by
the state and by your local commission. It's just a different feature, they don't carry the same function
as a wetland, you know watercourses is basically their only function is to convey flow. So watercourse
one and watercourse two are just simply watercourses, they don't have wetland soils. In terms of the
other soil types, the Wilbraham and the Scarboro, those are attributed to wetland two. That's the larger
wetland and that's got more of a natural wetlands features and that's got less disturbance; that's sort of
your true, high functionmg wetland on the site is that wetland two.
Chairman Sadil: So do you think, are these full most of the year, do they dry up mostly in
summer time? Do you have any evidence of high water mark?
Mr. Davison: Yeah, &ey...yes, the wetland flagging is above...so yes, for the wetlands, yes,
they're seasonal, their hydrology is seasonally saturated, so they do dry up. This time ofyear when I
was out a week or two ago, there was, you know, the surface was saturated, you could litde pockets of
standing water, there was flow in the streams, but yes these all, Aese are all what we call hillside
groundwater slope wetlands, so they are saturated in the spring and in the summer they're dry. The
watercourses, both of the watercourses when I was out just in the past couple of weeks, neither of them
has any flow m them. Those, both of those watercourses on the north side of the site, were designed in
a way to carry, you know flow during higher volume events. They don't have base, what we call base
flow. The wetland two watercourse has base flow because that's got a larger watershed.
Chairman Sadil: Now relative to where the wetlands flag is, I mean when we're looking at the
here,
it looks like it's a depression Aat comes down, it is sloping m the channel, it's a channel
photo
basically. Relative to the peak of the channel, where's that wedand flag? As soon as you exit the
channel, you know, relative to the slope, when you get to the top of the slope, out of the wetland, uou
didn't see wetland there, how close to Aat area do you see the water.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, that's an excellent question, I don't think I've ever been asked. Yeah, so
for the channelized watercourses, whether their mtermittent or perennial, at thatpoint the requirement
is that you demarcate what we call the ordinary high water mark. So at that pointyou don't have
wetland soils to go by, so you're looking for signs of an ordinary high water mark which is you're
basically hanging the flag on the limit of peak flow and that's relatively easy to see. It's water staining,
it's what we call rack which is basically waterbornedeposits. So if you look at a stream or a river, you
can see where the water is, but you can also notice on the banks where there's like sticks that were
waterbome, or things that you canclearly see got carried by water and deposited up the bank. When
you're, that's how flag any kind of watercourse, you hang the flags above any signs of an ordinary high
water mark. So there are various criteria, but those are the big ones - water staining or a raft line or
any kind of scour line.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, thank you. I'm going to open it up to other commissioners for questions.
Thank you sir. CommissionerBachand. You are on mute.
Commissioner Bachand; Just an observation, so it looks pretty 'logical that way since it's a
channelized wetland or watercourse, that he's defining it or he's narrowmg it downto the size ofthe
channel and it seems pretty practical and logical to me. In the lower portion m the larger wetland
there, the field delineated, it seems pretty close to where the existing was anyway. Is there a significant
change that I'm missing here? That'd be a question for the soil, yeah, the soil scientist.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, again, it's Eric Davison. No, to me the two wetland boundaries are
similar to the point that they seem logically the same to me. When you have a disturbed site, you are
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going to have some variation. I think there's probably seem some changes to the site since this
delineation has been done. Not anything major but some of these areas were already disturbed and
marginal so any little change to the grading orjust the land use practice on the site could alter some of
these areas so these look substantially the same to me and a lot, you know, logically the same for a
disturbed site.
Commissioner Bachand; Besides maybe for the one that is in the upper quadrant there, Aat is
being eliminated completely because it doesn't exist anymore, it's in a pipe underground.
Mr. Davison: Correct, there is a pipe there. I mean, there I recognized that area because we
spend quite a bit of timesurveying that area. There's a slope cut there because there's a natural slope
on that site and when I flagged the site, Eversource was still operating, you know, some kind of
training facility; and in the back there they had their bucket tmcks, since I think they were still doing
like their arborist traming back there. They had stumps and they were doing chamsaw training so
there's a cut slope right at that point. That's the limit of a cut slope and the hill rises up and that whole
are was like gravel pads interspersed with mode areas. So there wasacut slope, so in the spring you
get what we call is exfiltration of ground water out of the slope, so it's just such steep slope that ins the
spring, you know, if aaybody has a steep property like I do, in the spring in the peak ground water you
see a little water weeping out, that is what you have in Aat one little spot and then it dries up in the
summer. But the soils are, they don't meet the criteria, but you do see some water weeping out there in
the spring.
Commissioner Bachand: We're going to eliminate Aat completely, you are suggesting.
Mr. Davison: Correct.
Commissioner Bachand: It's not worthy of being on the map.
Mr. Davison: Correet.
Commissioner Bachand; That's it for me. Thank you.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes, thank you, I believe that Commissioner Bachandjust addressed
somewhat of what I was saying. I'm reading Mr. Hinckley's memorandum dated April 15 insofar as
the site contains 3.48 acres of wedands and this and this amendment would result in a reduction of 2.5
seconds, 2.57 acres of wetland, and I'm sorry, perhaps you could, if you would please, could you just
either point or point out again if I missed it, the area fhat would be reduced.
Mr. Davison: So, if you look at what's being circled there by the cursor, that's the area that
would be reduced there and then to east you can see the blue line and the white line, the blue Ime is
interior to the white line so there is your reduction. Going over to the southwest corner, the lines are
basically the same, except for that northwest comer where its actually an increase in the wetland
boundary, my wetland line is larger or above that white line, so there's and increase to wetland two and
a decrease to watercourse two and wetland one, if that makes sense.
Commissioner Lavariere: Sort of, there's a lot of material. So um, now the area just south
west of the area you circled is that the only area you're saying is remaining as undisturbed wetlands.
Mr. Davison: Um, I'm not sure I understand the question.
Commissioner Lavariere: You're paperwork says that there is a small area of undisturbed
wetland, that, ifl'm...
Mr. Davison: I see, yeah. So what...that really doesn't weigh into the wetland boundary
amendment which i think you were...
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Commissioner Lavariere: Right, that's the other side, right.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, but what is was saying is that south west corner wetland, which I am
calling wetland two, that 's the only wetland are that I found on the site that was native, natural
undisturbed; not all of it, but some of it. The point i was making is that most of the wetlands on the
site have been manipulated or altered.
E. Hinckley: Commissioners, if I may just point out for clarification, again, the white dash line
he is showing on there that's the existing town mapping and the blue lines are what he flagged in the
field. So you can see where it increases in some places and decreases in others.
Mr. Davison: Mr. Hinckley, do you know the source ofthe white line?
E. Hinckley: That's from the town mapping, um, I don't remember, I don't know, I'd have to
look back in the record and see ifthere's, if they've ever mapped it on this site or if this is from, you
know, the original aerial photography.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, that would make some sense if it was from an aerial interpretation, it sort
of has that look to it.
Chairman Sadil: Okay, anyone else from the commission? Questions from the Commission? I
do not see anyone's hand up, I'm scrolling through my list. All right, there's no further questions on
the map amendment, I believe we need a motion to hold a public hearing for Ae map amendment for
Application 2021-01, 2021-09-ma and the proposed is to do this on May 4, 2021. That is one ofour
special dates right Mr. Hinckley.
, E. Hinckley: That's right, if Mr. Boutot wants to put that motion up, Aat suggested draft
motion you can look at it.
Chau-man Sadil: Again, this is automatic, map amendments get public hearings. Correct Mr.
Hinckley, that's....
E. Hinckley: Correct. Pursuant to Section 15.7 of your regulations. That's the motion.
Commissioner Lavariere: Um, Richard here...
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yeah, I mean, May 4 seems awfully soon, today is April 20th, I
mean, for a public hearing, I'm not sure if...
E. Hinckley: All the deadlines, all of our publishing deadlines will be met.
Commissioner Lavariere: Fair enough sir. Okay,then I have a motion oa Application 2021-09MA, For aMap Amendment at 3333 Berlin Turnpike, HJG-PC Newington Investor, LLC, Applicant,
The Rocky Road Realty Co., Owner, Dennis Goderre, Contact
MOTION: Move to hold a public hearingfor the map amendment, Application 2021-09-MA,
and schedule itfor May 4'.
Chairman Sadil: So moved, may I have a second from the commission?
Commissioner Wagner: Commissioner Wagaer seconds it.
ChairmanSadil: Second by Commissioaer Wagner. Final discussion. All in favor Let's go
through the group, we'll go for the roll call Ms. Gibbon.
S. Gibbon: I think Commissioner Casasanta has a question.
Commissioner Casasanta: I have a question.
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Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: I just have a question. Why are we holding a special meeting for
this? Why is there a rush on this, whycouldn't this be done at our next scheduled meeting? I'mjust
cunous.
E. Hinckley: We have the special meeting dates already reserved.
Commissioner Casasanta: Yeah.
E. Hinckley: Going forward, there's going to be a lot of other applications and I'm just trying
to compartmentalize some of this stuff so we can take it piece by piece. You know, the public hearings
if you have them next month, or at the 4th, you will be able to vote at the following regularly scheduled
meetmg.
Commissioner Casasanta: In my years on the commission, normally it'sjust been we move it
to next month's regular meetings, so Ididn't know if there was some kind of time deadline or
constraint or some other consideration where we had to move it to a special meetmg night, so it's just
more curiosity than opposition. I was just.-.it's unusual for us, it's not normal procedure, that's why I
was just kind of curious f there was any kind of extenuating circumstances that was causing us to go to
a May 4th meeting.
E. Hinckley: If Icould point out Commissioners, we used special meeting dates for our public
heariags for the Dakota property, for Toll Brothers, a lot of the larger sites. This has typically been
done because sometimes, you know, you might continue the public hearing at tunes.
Commissioner Casasanta: Very good, thanks Mr. Hinckley.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Lavariere .
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes, thank you, I do realize that it is my motion too, but I, you
know, again to echo Commissioner Casasanta's statement, you know, I'm wondering if it would
something that may be better suited to be at the next meeting. I mean, I'm.-.ask the rest of the
commissioners to ask themselves if that's appropriate as well.
Chairman Sadil: Well, we have a motion on the floor. Ms. Gibbon, please call the roll.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Ancona.
Commissioner Ancona: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: No.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Paskewich.
Coinmissioner Paskewich: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Chairman Sadil.
Chairman Sadil: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Wagner.
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CommissionerWagner: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Six one
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. All right, moving on I guess...
Chris Smith: Thank you. Thank you Mr. Chaimian, members of the commission. Next we
have Demiis Goderre who is the Project Manager from BL Companies who will provide you with an
overview the seeond application which, as we've already said and you are aware is an application for
approval of for construction activity in the regulated area associated with a proposed site development,
mix use site development of the subject property. So, with your permission Mr. Chainnan, I'll turn it
over Dennis.
Chairman Sadil: Please do.
Mr. Smith: Thank you sir.
Dennis Goderre: Thank you Attorney Smith. Good evening. For the record, my name is Dennis
Goderre, I'm the Senior Project Manager with BL Companies and I am sharing my screea, I hope
everybody can see it. I'd like to just briefly provide for context just a history of the site. As you
probably are aware, I mean as aoted before, there has been historic disturbance on the property and it's
been used by Eversource for quite some time. This image here, taken from Google Earth, shows most
recently, just prior to its demolition of the building or buildings and what it looked like with the amount
of disturbance on the roughly 25 acre site where over 50 percent of it has been disturbed with at least
impervious coverage and there's little vignettes of past histories of the property as well have been
provided. Again, in its state right now, even after demolition of the buildings and there is still some
utility infrastmcture in place as Mr. Davison was referring to, some pipe networks that convey the flow
of these wetlands to the lower wetland area number two. I do also want to call to your attention, there's
pipe ouflet that still exists and that discharges here at this point and it mns roughly up to the north and
over to the east and collects some of the drainage from this portion of the site as well and then there's
another existmg pipe location over here. I wanted to just call that to your attention. So the property has
historically been and is substantially disturbed. My client Grossman and Criterion, the partnership, is
proposing a mixed-use development of residential and commercial uses. On the right hand side is the
Berlin Turnpike, just off the map is Pane Road. On the eastern half of the site is a retail commercial
development where there would be general retail shops, bank perhaps, some restaurant space and a
proposed supermarket. On the western half are residential buildings, four story, three buildings that are
four stories, with 269 residential units, then you can see the parkmg requirements. In order to meet the
parking requirements of the town, and the landscaping requirements, the circulation patterns ate also
shown here as well. There is stomi water management area located in the disturbed area of one of the
training grounds and then recreation components that are proposed as being required as amenities and
as part of the zoning requirements of the town. Just to higUight the regulated actives Aat are part of the
application that we are requesting approval for and there was a sheet included in our application so this
might look familiar to you if you've had a opportunity to take a look at it. It is color coded to show the
upland activities. So he green is the softscape landscape disturbed areas which they're creating one are
in other landscaping. The building are shown in the beige locations, pavement and parking and then
some different color tones associated with where there ware wetland filling associated with the project.
Tbe majority ofthatis in these two wetlands which are the intermittent watercourses that Mr. Davison
was referring to and Aat has been previously disturbed and are channelized and then there are some
minor areas of filing along here to accommodate the 28-foot wide iaccess drive going out to Pane Road.
Chairman Sadil: If I may interrupt for a question. Now I was a little confused by your color
coding on the bottom, your summary key, you see a lighter tannish buildings wiAin wetland and then
buildings within buffer area. I was a little confused, that is my first questions. My second question is
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relative to watercourse one, are we going to encroach into that watercourse? We're going to leave the
wetland alone but the watercourse itself where that we described that water if moving westerly, is that
area going to be disturbed is it going to change? What's the...I'm looking.-.those questions are in the
front of my mind.
Mr. Goderre: Yeah, admittedly the color-coding could be a little bit on the confusing side. So,
this lighter color down here, building within the wetland, there's a garage for vehicular parking for
cars, for tenants. There's a portion of the building that'sproposed to be located at this section of the
wetland and that's the only building that would be located where there currently is a wetland. This area
1S...

Chairman Sadil: So, you, at the...Mr. Davison said that there's water flowing southerly, there
was that pond on the other property that flows on to this property and then to the west. How is that
affected, is that going to be disturbed? Is it going underground? Or...
Mr. Goderre: Yeah, the grading plaa isn't shown here, but Ais is a...it currently slopes up so
it's lower here and then higher up top and this would be a cut slope and then we have retaining walls
through here so we have drainage designs Aat would be picking up the flow for this system as well as
this riprap system on that existing riprap system. All of that flow would continue along and still
discharge at the same location here, so it would not unpact the hydrology of the wetlands. So that is
still...we are matching the flows of the existing drainage that goes into the wetland area number two.
Chairman Sadil: So, my questioa is, those lines, watercourse one and watercourse two, I see
you've got paved over, so that is going to go underground versus today it is above ground and a
channel.
Mr. Goderre: Yes, there's a...
Chairman Sadil: Covered over with piping and culverts.
Mr. Goderre: That is correct, a pipe would start in roughly this area here and then continue
along and comes around and then discharges back over to this point here.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, Aank you. Please contmue.
Mr. Goderre: And then, there's the disturbance within the upland area, so the wetland impact
acres or 0.11 acres of direct wetlaad unpacts that are shown and that are proposed. Activities
oae
point
within the upland regulated area is 5.8 acres and we just did a comparison as to what ours is already as
being disturbed within those areas, so it is five acres within the regulated area, so there is a slight
increase in activity in the regulated areas between wetlands as well as the upland review areas as well.
Chairman Sadil: So, my question is, okay what is the matter. Right now we have a lot of
exposed soil percolating into the ground. I'm talking away from the watercourse, I'm talking surface
flow on the actual property itself. So, how's the...what's the water management plan at a high level? Is
that going to be from the buildings and such and how is the wetlands going to be impacted by that.
Mr. Goderre: So we have a...because ofthe nature ofthe soils, infiltration is for the most part
not feasible for we'll say the eastern half, so this would be a new property line, this property will be
subdivided, so the eastern portion would be managed separately from western portions. Starting with
the eastem portion, there would be an underground detention area located approximately in this
location. So all of the flows here will come to this underground system and then be piped and then
discharged here which is what is happening currently today. The western portion where the residential
development is a combination ofbelow grade as welll as surface water management. So there is an
underground system approximately in this location the floors are coming to and then there's a detention
area located here, surrounded by a walkway that would be a recreational walkway. So there is a...from
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a water treatment standpomt, we are using mechanical means for technical units, hydrodynamic
separators, and before they discharge irito the wetlands with means such as hoods at the outlet points.
There is LID rain gardens and some of the islands in these locations that are being collected through
underdrains and then discharging in this location as well. We are matching, um, we're slightly lower in
flows from pre and post, so we're not increasing the hydrology, there's a very slight, slight decrease,
but we don't believe that there would be a negative impact on the wetlands on that standpoint. There is
some treatment of storm water quality that is being attained and achieved through LID as well as work
technic units, especially when you compare it to the current drainage system that's in place as well as
what's happened here historically.
Chairman Sadil: How much maintenance be required? It sounds quite a complicated system
that you've got put in place here. What type of maintenance plan would that require? I mean with
clogging silt and whatnot gets stuck in there. How does that...
Mr. Goderre: There would be a maintenance and operations plan that would be in place that
would be part of this. There would be regular sweeping of the parkmg areas to, you know, ensure fhat
there's a minimum of any type of debris. The sumps and the deep sumps at the catch basins would
need to be cleaned out on a regular basis which is a standard practice and as well as the underground
detention areas and monitoring of the vortectic units. The storm water management area would need to
be cleaned out on a periodic basis if there's any siltation that does in fact enter that which is also
another means of collecting and helping with storm water ruaoff on quality. There will be some
infiltration there because we'll be in a filled system, so it will be slightly above the existing grade so
there will be some infiltration but not a substantial amount.
Chairman Sadil: So, Mr. Hinckley, would that be a condition if we moved forward with this
application. Would there be a maintenance plan as a condition of the acceptance of the permit.
E. Hinckley: If one was not provided, you can make it a condition. If they chose to provide
one in a subsequent submittal that you can look and you could them the standard conditions and that
maintenanee plan would be a part of the set, so that's something that they could do going forward
certainly or you can condition it.
Chairman Sadil: Mr. Smith, do you care to comment on that?
Mr. Smith: No Mr. Chairman. We certamly will...we can incorporate that into the application.
Chainnan Sadil: Ok, thank you. Mr. Goderre please continue. Sorry to intermpt you again.
Mr. Goderre: Oh,that's no problem. Ijust wanted to point outjust for context as to the
existing development footprint shown here in the purple and the previQusly existing building. There is
some expansion in some areas of where we are increasing some of the disturbance in the upland review
areas and some areas that we're pulling back as well. That would conclude this presentation for this
evening and as part of the due process, we're requesting the conumssion's determination if you believe
that this is a significant impact and would require or in the best interest of the public and would require
apublichearing.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, before we go thereMr. Goderre, I do have one more question. Relative
to the southwesterly flow, as you go to Pane Road; does the capacity have to be expaaded? There's a
lot of stuff now, it's discharging in that by underneath there, that wetland number two and it's all going
to come out of I don't know the name of that road there, yeah, that street going up, you know that
almost vertical line there. Does that street have a name or that's going to be a access point, I mean the
residents can go dowfl that road to their apartment right? Is that going to be widened? How is Aat?
That's a lot of water now just being sort of channeled down. Is it gomg to be widened and what about
surface flow.
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Mr. Goderre: There's a 24-foot wide drive that exists currently and that also has its own
conveyance system for storm water. By Ae requirements of the zoning regulations, driveway are
required to be 28 feet, so there is a four foot wide increase in that area, so we would be utilizing...we
would require a collection system, but again, we wouldn't be increasing the overall flows.
E. Hinckley: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I believe, ifl recall, that's a very large pipe also Aat flows
south from that site, undemeath Pane Road and eventually comes out behind Stew Leonard's and gets
into Webster Brook. It may be as large as 56 inch if I recall.
Chainnan Sadil: All right, I'm going to throw it over so some of the commissioners who have
been listening to the presentation. I don't see anybody with their hand up. Commission Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Observation, again, so the existing watercourses on the north edge,
they're going to be eliimnated completely, fhey're just shown there that that's where they previously
existed but they are not gomg to exist anymore. There's going to be...the water is going to be managed
by storm water management on the improved site. Is that correct?
Mr. Goderre: Yes, that is correct.
Commissioner Bachand: An could you just clarify again where the.-.all of the storm water
exists the site, does it exit down that access road through this large pipe that Erik was just referring to.
Mr. Goderre: Yes. It comes down through here and as well it discharges into a grass swale and
then itenters into a 54 or 56-inch pipe that goes underneath Pane Road.
Commissioner Bachand: So none of the water moves the west here.
Mr. Goderre: No, it all collects at thisone point.
Commissioner Bachand: Okay, that's it for now.
Chairman Sadil: Anyone else. Voice from the commissioners?
Commissioner Paskewich: Commissioner Paskewich here.
Chairman Sadil: Go ahead Commissioner Paskewich.
Commissioner Paskewich: I haven't been to this site, so I am not really familiar with the
layout, the typography or the wetfand areas. I would like to know if there are any wetland areas that
are actually holding water with vegetation that's wetland type on this site. It's going to be disturbed.
Mr. Smith: Erik?
E. Hinckley: My understanding isjust the drainage swales, the man-made ones, are the ones
that are getting filled in basically and piped and then their professional caa speak to the rest.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, again this is Eric Davison. That's correct. We can quantify this as the
process moves forward and give you more specifics on the exact impact areas but, yes, my
understanding at the present is that we're just impacting some ofthe watercourses aad encroaching on
some ofthe wetlands but not filling them. I believe that is correct Dennis, isn't it?
Mr. Goderre: That is correct.
Commissioner Paskewich: So, I am goiag to refer back to the question. Are there areas that
are on this site that are holding water and have vegetation that is wetland type.
Mr. Davison: No, I mean there are ao permanently flooded areas. The watercourses do not
hold water, they just convey flow during storm events; they don't, they're not holding water. Portions
of watercourse one have wedand vegetation but largely it is non-wetland but there is some wedand
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dependent vegetation in watercourse one but there's no standing water there. There's a picture or two
in my report, it's tough to see because it's dense growth but you can see the channel doesn't carry, it
doesn't hold any water.
Commissioner Paskewich: So, expanding on my quesdon, there are no depressions that are
holding water.
Mr. Davison: Correct. Yeah, that's correct. It's just, it's carrying, those channels are just
carrying surface flow associated with a storm event.
Commissioner Paskewich: Great. Thanks for clarifying that.
Mr. Davison: No problem.
Chairman Sadil: All right, anyone else from the coinmission wish to question the applicant?
Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Just to add to what Commissioner Paskewich was referring to. The
wedand in the northeast corner, it looks like it slopes away from the site.
Mr. Goderre: This well in here actually slopes into the site.
Commissioner Bachand; I'm looking at the topo lines. I must be mterpreting them wrong
because it looks like it goes, it looks like it would slope away, but I was going to ask what is the quality
ofthat wedand. Is that, is it a viable wedand or it is againjust mostly storm water movement.
Mr. Davison: Again, it's Eric Davison. Yeah, I think you are seeing the topo correctly, you
are just reading it in reverse. In other words, it's flowing southwest onto the site as opposed to away,
so it's flowmg down, down the hill and then it's intercepted by the riprap channel. So, I mean, the
quality ofthe wetland is low for a couple of reasons. It's capturing and conveying drainage firom the
development areas to &e north, but the biggest impact to the wetland is the fact that it doesn't have a
natural continuation. They...there was a ffll berm established and the water was drained with the
watercourse out of the wetlaads. So, if you think about it, it's like a storm water feature that you
underdrain, that the base of that watercourse that the dug into the bottom of the wetland is well below
the wedand. So it basically draws all the water out of &e wetland aad converts it to surface flow and
takes it offsite, so the wetland hydrology has been completely affected by that watercourse.
Coinmissioner Bachand: Just again about those topo lines, I'm looking at...
E. Hinckley: No, I think what you're doing is the numbers you are seeing are the wetland flag
numbers, not the contour.
Commissioaer Bachand: Oh, ok.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, there you go.
Commissioner Bachand: It's a little confusing. So there is no topo line, there's lines but
there's no numbers.
Mr. Davison: Yeah, correct. Sorry about that.
Commissioner Bachand; Thank you.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, any other questions from the coimnissioners. I don't see anybody with
Aeir hand up. One final questions I have Mr. Goderre, so relative, and Mr. Davison as well, relative
to wetland one and particularly wetlands two, is Aere maintenance plan for litter and that kind of thing?
Because right now this is sort of like a private commercial lot. Is there anything there, I meaa, to get,
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you know windswept litter that goes through there. Is there any way to keep the quality of the wetland
up where it needs to be? Any thought to that or recommendation?
Mr. Goderre: Well this facility would be both residential and as well as the retail would be
managed by qualified property management, real estate management companies and it could certainly
be reinforced in the management and operations plan alongside other storm water components from you
know cleaning up the litter and debris, and that can also be in some ofthe open space areas and
undisturbed areas, that could also be noted and be part of the requirements on a periodic basis. We can
certainly build that in.
E. Hinckley: Maybe, Mr. Chairman, maybe it's something that they can add to their
maintenance plan.
Mr. Smith: Just for ±erecord, Chris Smith. We can certainly include that as Mr. Hinckley
indicates Mr. Chairman and you've requested already as supplemental information. We'll get that to the
commission, we'll incorporate that component as well.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you.
Mr. Smith: Thank you.
Chairman Sadil: Last call for comments from the commission before we move to the
possibility, yes or no on the public hearing. What is the feeling from the rest of the commissioners as
far as, whoops hold on, lost you there, with the need for a public hearing. Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: Yeah, I would be inclined to be in favor of a public hearing. This is
a large project, both retail and residential that's impacting on the southwest portion a fiinctioning
wetland. So, because ofthe nature and the size ofthe development and possible implications for diat
wetland, I would like to have a public hearing on this.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, do aay other commissioners wish to respond or voice an opinion?
Commissioner Paskewich: Commissioner Paskewich here, I have a question.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Paskewich you have the floor.
Commissioner Paskewich: Are there any residential properties existing around this entire
complex perimeter abutting it?
Mr. Goderre: I'm pretty sure that everything is conunercial, industrial, I don't think there are
any residential developments, not even multi-family.
E. Hinckley: That is correct.
Commissioner Paskewich: Thank you.
Ghairman Sadil: Question for Mr. Hinckley. Just a point of order. Would it be possible to
have a double public hearing on the 4th to give the...
E. Hinckley: Yes, you could andjust so we are all clear, this would be two separate you chose
to have one on the second one. The map amendment would be it's own public hearing and if you chose
to have one on this regulated activity, that would be a separate public hearing and the intention, I think,
would to hold them both on May 4 , yes.
Chairman Sadil: So, I think, I'm leaning, I think the map amendment is gomg to go pretty
smoothly, I think that's not...I don't see any impediments there. I would like to give the public a chance
to speak, to ask their questions. Per Commissioner Casasanta's point, this is a fairly large project. So
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that is what I was going to offer the commissioa, have both on the 4th. A unique meeting to hpld public
heariags and not two for one and give the public a chance to speak. I offer that to the commission.
E. Hinckley: And if I may real quick, Paul, if you could slide the next motion up for
Application 2021-11.1've created two separate motions for whatever you decide.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Lavariere you have your handup.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes, I too do think there needs to be a public hearing regarding the
use here. I'm going to vote yes onthe May 4 . Simply because for convenience that we've already
voted on the May 4th for the other issue. But again, I do want to echo my previous sentunent that I do
believe that, you know, a couple of weeks here, that's a little less time than is appropriate for the size
of this project. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Chainnan Sadil: Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Yeah, I thinkthat holding dual public
hearings on May 4dl is an acceptable way to go. I endorse that and support that.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Any other comments from the Commission?
Commissioner Paskewich: Commissioner Paskewich here. I concur with Commissioner
Casasanta and I think its timeliness on the part of us to accept having both concurrently on that date of
May 4th not holding up this project of this magnimde which is going to take some time to implement
and I think it would be a good business segment for the town of Newington. That's all I have to say.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you Commissioner Paskewich. Mr. Hinckley, if we have the two
hearings, and they both go smoothly, can we vote on that application on the 4th or do we have to wait
for our regularly scheduled meeting?
E. Hinckley: I Aink we can wait to until the regularly scheduled meeting which would be two
weeks after that on the 18 ,1 believe of May.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, so are there any other comments from the commission? So, I propose the
motion in front of us since the Commission believes this proposed activity will have a significant impact
to the regulated and/or is in the best interest of the public that they should hold a public hearing for
application 2021-11 and schedule it for May 4, 2021. I'll throw that over to the Secretary you can
make the motion.
Commissioner Bachand: I second.
Chairman Sadil: So, it's moved by Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes, sorry, yes.
Chairman Sadil: Do I have a second?
Commissioner Casasaata: I second that.
Chairman Sadil: Second by Commissioner Casasanta. All in favor or do we need a roll call
agam.
E. Hinckley: Yeah, a roll call would be fine.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Ancona.
Commissioner Ancona: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Yes.
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S. Gibbon: Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Paskewich.
Commissioner Paskewich: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Chairman Sadil.
Chairman Sadil: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wagner: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Seven zero.
Mr. Smith: Thank you Mr. Chairman, members of the commission. On behalf of the applicant
and the team, we look forward to seeing you on the 4th aad stay safe in the meantune. Thank you.
C. Application 2021-11, For Construction Activity in the Regulated Area at 3333 Berlin
Tumpike, HJG-PC Newington Investor, LLC, Applicant, The Rocky RoadRealty Co.,
Owner, Dennis Goderre, Contact.
Discussed above with Item B.
Chairman Sadil: All right, moving on to Section VII. Old Business. Application 2021-01 285
Willard Avenue, For A Single-Family Home Within The Regulated Area, Owner/Applicant: John
Wldokowski, 529 Middle Rd., Farmington, CT 06032.
VII. OLDBUSINESS
A. Application 2021-01, 285 Willard Avenue, For A Single-Family Home Within The
Regulated Area, Owner/Applicant: John Wldokowski, 529 Middle Rd., Fannington, CT
06032
Chairman Sadil: Is the applicant still present?
E. Hinckley: I don't know if they are still here.
Mr. Krupienski: I do not see them still in the meeting Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner Bachand: They don't need to be here anyway, right? No?
Chairman Sadil: No. Well first of all, let's up the item for commissioners. Anybody have any
further comment whatsoever? I see none.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yeah, Richard, real quick, real quick, I promise I won't hold it up.
Chaimian Sadil: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yeah, I think that with the changes that were proposed that were
shown ia this meeting, I have absolutely no problem with it. I did have hesitation before that it did
slightly go into the regulated area, but with the way that it was proposed today, I have absolutely no
issue with it and I'm going to vote yes on it.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, thank you Commissioner Lavariere. Anyone else wish to comment.
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Commissioner Wagner: Commissioner Wagner. I agree with Commissioner Lavariere, I have
no issues with that application.
ChairmanSadil: Last call. All right, seeing none. Mr. Hinckley is the application complete?
E. Hinckley: It is.
Chairman Sadil: So, I believe we have no further conditions, it's basically the standard
conditions.
E. Hinckley: The 10 standard conditions, yes.
Chairman Sadil: All right, we'll turn it over to Secretary Lavariere to read in the motion.
Secretary Lavariere: Yes motion to Approve Application 2021-01: 285 Willard Avenue, For A
Single-Family Home Within The Regulated Area, Owner/Applicant: John Wldokowski, 529 Middle
Rd., Farmington, CT 06032 to construct the property as proposed today.
Chairman Sadil: Do I have a second?
Commissioner Bachand: I'll second it. John Bachand.
Chairman Sadil: Second by Commissioner Bachand. Final discussion. Ms. Gibbon, please call
the roll.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Ancona.
Commissioner Ancona: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Lavariere.
Commissioner Lavariere: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Paskewich.
Commissioner Paskewich: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Chairman Sadil.
Chairman Sadil: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wagner: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Seven zero.
Chainnan Sadil: All nght, motion passes. All right, moving on to Sectioa VII. Public
Participation on Non-Agenda Items, each speaker limited to 2 minutes.
VIII.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS (each speaker limited to 2 minutes)
Chairman Sadil: James, is there anyone oa the line?
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Mr. Krupienski: We have one individual, if they are interested in speaking, they can use the
raise hand feature inside of Zoom or the *9 feature on their telephone. It does not appear that they are
interested in speaking at this time Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you, let's proceed. Section IX. Communications and Reports. Item A.
Agent Communications.
IX.

COMMUNICATIONS AND REPORTS
A.

Agent Communications

Chairman Sadil: Mr. Hinckley, is there anything to report this month?
E. Hinckley: Two items. Fu-st, the town is doing a reconstruction of bituminous paths at
Beacon Park through the highway department, so under General Permit One, there's a lot of regulated
areas there. The second thing is I wanted to introduce you to the Town Planner, Renata Bertotti. She's
been trying to get to some meetings and with TPZ and everything and her being new, she just hadn't
had the opportunity, but she came tonight; she wanted to check up on me I think, but anyway.
Chairman Sadil: Does Ms. Bertotti wish to speak?
Renata Bertotti: Just let me figure out how to umnute myself. So well first of all good
evening. For Aose of you that don't know my name yet, I'm Renata Bertotti, I'm the aew town
planner. I came to work here in the worst tune imaginable with regards to introductions because under
nonnal circumstances what would have happened, is on our meeting in November, I would come in
person and introduce myself and instead I actually lurked in your meeting, but there is not spot on your
agenda where I felt it was ok for me to justjump in. And I did that also one other time, and then I kind
ofgave up until tonight. So anyway, this is my face, I work in the planning department with Erik. I
particularly wanted to come ia tonight because the project at 333 Berlin Tumpike is a large project and
it's a significant project and we are making this attempt to do sort of streamline processing. And the
things that we can schedule sooner we are trying to accommodate that and the reason for that really is
that we have everything, we have enough time to advertise, we have what we need to do our review at
this tune for you to open the hearing. If you are not satisfied that you have not obtained all the
information you need during the hearing, you can either continue the hearing or table your decision
until the later date. But when we see not need to hold people back we would like to try and do that and
I would ask you to accommodate us in that respect. There are going to be a couple of other items that
are coming also, you know, larger projects, some of which involve wetlands and some of which do aot
involve wedands. If you are concerned about giving the public enough time to learn about these
projects, you know we advertise as much as we can and as much as people want to see us advertise. I
also try to plug some stuff through the social media. I am going to tell you, like if you want to put on
"you know what, there is a
public hearing, I think it's
your social media handles something ±atsays
big, if anybody waats to know" - please feel free to do that. Don't discuss anything, obviously. So
those are the kinds of things I think we can use, like each other's help on doing. I thmk that's really it,
I'm going to be in the room, I'm not here to observe anybody, I'm here mainly of there is a technical
questions and in particular with this scheduling thing 333 Berlin Turnpike will require a number of
hearings. These things are complicated and very expensive. They were in the room tonight with a
couple of soil scientists, an engineer, a lawyer, all these people that charge a lot of money to do this
stuff. So if we can kind of streamline so that we don't impose such a burden on people, we probably
should do that. I would appreciate if you would, you know, help me do that. So that's that, and then
I'm in my office, both Erik and I are every day if anybody wants to email, call, we are there, open for
anythmg. Comment, questions, input. I appreciate anything you can give me on the history or history
of projects, any kind of environmental stuff you're interested in.
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Chairman Sadil: Ok, thank youRenata. Erik, dloesthateortclydeagentcommunicationsordid
have
anythiilg else to report?
you
E. Hinckley; Nope, tfaat's it.
Chairnian Sadil: Ok, Moving on to Item B. Town G'ouncil Liaisoa Coinmunications.
B. Town Council Liaisons Communicatious
ChairmanSadiI: I didnotsee CouncilorBudrejkoonlinetoday.
E, Hinckley: They had acouncjl meetingearlier, a specialmeeting.
Chairman Sadil: All right, I'll raove on to Item C then, Pond Life Researeh and Education.
C. Pond Life Research and Ectucation
Chairman Sadil: Commissioiier Paskewich. ©oyou tiave anything to report this moiith?
C'omniissioner Paskewich: No, nothing fo submit this month. Thank you.
Cliairman Sadil: All right, so if there is nothing else, can J have a motion to adjourn.
X,

APJOURNMENT
Motion to adjoum by Comniissioner Lavariere; seeonded by Commissioner Casasanta. The
ineedHg wyoumed at 9:03 p.m.
Respectftilly submitted,
^^
SusanGibfcibn
Recording Secrstary
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Ciibbon, Susan
Subject!
Attaehments;

FW;.lnlancl Wetland applrcation 2021-Q1 285 Willard Ave
USFWS-WetlandslnventQty.png; FEMAFIoodZone.png

From:.JEFFREYZELEK.
Sent:Tuesday, PebFuary 9, 2021 11:36 AM
To:sad(ta<gs
Cc! Ninckley, Erik <EH}ncklev;^[NisvjngtonCT,Gw>; Braverman, Sharon<sbrav&rman(g)newingtQn.ct.RQV>; BudrejkQ, Gail
<QBudreil<Q@NewingtonCT,GQv>; iacasasanta?
Subject: InlandWetlandapplicatiGn 2021-0t 285 Willard Ave

DeEirCliainnanSadil,
I amwriting to you regarding Intand Wetland applieation 2021-01 285 Witlat-d Ave,
The appltoation as listed in the current agenda for the Feb.l6,2021 meeting seems to neglect merttioning that a
major named watereourse, Piper BrQoM, flows close by aiid thru the adjacent Fynnwiefe Estafes propertyjust
wesl oftheproposed activrty anidthis watercQurse. ts not indicated on.the site plan. TheNewington Inland
Wetlands Comniissionhasjut'tsdietionoveractivities that may impact areas not included on the appllcants site
pian and should consider impaet to surrQunding areas. TH:e site plan is presented is:a myopic view and the
eomniission stT.ou.ld request a vtew that inctudes the surrQundin.g wetlantis' and watercourses.
The area around Pipet Brook is listed on the U.S. Kish and Wildlife 8ervice*& National Wetlands Inventory.
Please refer tp their Wetlatids Mapper
htt.Bs^/wvsw^s.^v/wetland.s^
Areas on the map indicate the proposed area ofaetivity may be withm the boundaries identified mthis
iHventory, For the record you may want to certily contact with U.S, Fislz ancl Wildlife Services seekmg: their
eQmmmits on this application.
FEMA maps also show a I''loodway and other zones fhat are near or part of the prQposed site..
https://mse/fema.goy/portal/search?AddressOueryi2s28:5%20witlarcl%20ave%2:C%20newii-tgton%2C%20ct#sear
ehresultsanGho}For the reeord you may want to certtfy contact with E'EMA aad the Corp. ofArmy Engineers seeking their
cotnments on this application,
CT' DEEP has per.fonned work on Piper Brook in recent years as it is considered vital to flood contral to protect
Newington and surrounding mimieipalities. Por tfae: record you may waift to cerdfy confaet with CT DEEP
•
seekingtheir comments on this application.
Regarding worklng in the upland t'eview area, I woutd like to draw yaut' attention tQ the staff reporf submitted
by Erik S. Hinckley, Asst. Town Flannei-/Wet{and Agent on.February 02,2021
Cbmment indtcates "Thereare no wetland tilantlogs or buffer areas prpoosed on this ptan".
Please refer to the INLAND WETLANDS AND WATERCOURSES REOULATIONS OF THE TOWN OF
NEWrNGTON
1

Section 6,3 Vegetated Buffers. Since this activify is near a named watereourse (Piper Hrook) please ensure that
the activittes comply with this section ofthe regulations. The site contains what appears to be a heavily wooded
area .that:is likely a Ripariatt Forested BuHer wjth steep slopes serving Piper Brook, The commission should
ensure this Riparian Forested Buffer remains undisturbed, Please see ygur regulation Section 6,3 h i, fbryour
definitien and the fanction of the Riparian Forested Bu%r.
The application seems to be missing a Soil Scientist report. The site may contam other wetlandg not identified
on the appHcants site plan, The application shoyld be considergd uicomptete without auSoil Scientist Reporl,
'I1ie
eQmmission should also ensure the wetlartds mappng is accurate and updated with the Soil Seientist
mappmgs.
T'heappliGati(,):nis alsQ:miss|ngan Envii-Qnmental Sciendst impactreport.with an inventory ofWilcili:fe (ptant
and animal). An Environmerital Scientist: repQrt would be heipful in providing expert opiniQH Dn impaet and
pFovide gQSsible^mittgatton measures.
I also recommend the State ofConnecticuf Qfflce Qfthp State Archaeology :be eQntact as thjs area may have
been. ysed by Native American commynities or members of the river tribes that inhabited ^ewington,

I woultd suggesl the CQmmtesjon perfbrm a site visit:to gam.an appreismtion :for the: siteni!: relation to Piper
Bi-ook and the regylated area.
I also suggest you holcl a piiblic liearingto allovv for other agencies and otllermembers ofthe public tliat may
wish tocomment
I ani neifher in fayor or against this application byt do have concerns regarding enyivenmental impact and
apparei-il: liKsfc efsufRportmg doetmientation :tliat the eommission shQuId requirc tffi order to make an.informed
deeision,
I am reqyesting this tetter fbrwarded to eQmmission. members so they ean use the links pi'Qvided and vi©wthe
attaehments. I also request this letter be read into the record vet'batim at the next meetiiig SQ that all members of
thecQmmissicin and.the.public are made aware ofthese Qbservations and areas QfcQncem.

Thank You:
Jeffley Zelek
55 Welles Drive Nerth
Newinglon, Ct, 06111
* * ** *.* * * *<*.**:** ************ *** * * * ** ********•*•**.*********•»*•***.** * ******** ** **** ****.*»,**.*•)»******
The informatiori contained in thia eleclsroH.iG message reay be Gonfidential and/oE prxvil&ged.
If you rsceived this in error, please irifQntt the isender an.a remove any reeQrd of this
message. Please n6:te that mesisag'es to or from the: Town of NewingCdn may be subject; fco
'E'reed.om
of XRfoi-mation statutes and regula.fcions.

